Mineral Labs Inc. is distinguished in various sampling and laboratory concepts, including but not limited to: truck auger sampling services, mechanical sampling systems, rapid laboratory services for quality control, and innovative analytical and sampling techniques.

With 20 laboratories located across 7 states, Mineral Labs has a foundation established to provide our clients with precise analysis and monitoring, thus enabling our clients to accurately market and value their coal. With a large workforce of over 200 employees, we are able to keep turnaround time to a minimum. To reassure clients that Mineral Labs is providing the most accurate coal analysis available, quality examinations are performed within our laboratory on a regular basis. These quality examinations guarantee that data meets international quality standards, as well as confirming our coal results are accurate and timely.

As Environmental concerns grow, Mineral Labs is on the forefront offering a complete package in coal analysis of services including:

- Trace Metals
- Environmental Impact Studies – TCLP analysis
- Mineral Ash
- Fly Ash
- Bias Testing
- Short Proximate and Proximate Analysis
- Free Swelling Index
- Hardgrove Grindability Index
- Ultimate
- Washability Studies
- Sulfur Form
- Sieve Analysis
- Volatile Matter
- Ultimate
- Proximate Analysis

For additional Coal Analysis and pricing information call or email our sales department at sales@mineralabs.com or (606)349-6145. We have 20 different laboratories dedicated to Coal Analysis and Coal Sampling located through Kentucky, West Virginia, Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Florida, and Alabama.
Coal Analysis

Coal Analysis & Sampling

The quality demands of today’s coal market require reliable monitoring from origin to destination. Mineral Labs provides service from the main office in Salyersville, Kentucky, with branch labs strategically located throughout the United States. Locations include labs among the Appalachian and Illinois Basin coal field regions, as well as along other major ports entering and exiting the United States. Also a dedicated fleet of trucks, field equipped with radio and mobile phones, are dispatched daily to provide prompt, representative collection.

Coal Auger Sampling

Coal Auger sampling systems allow Mineral Labs to collect representative samples of coal where cumbersome mechanical samplers are not practical. The units allow samples to be collected from railcars or trucks, while returning the reject material back into the truck or railcar being sampled. With cycle times being completed in less than a minute, vast amounts of trucks can be sampled during a normal shift. Mineral Labs has numerous units located in the field at utility companies, preparation plants, as well as at barge load out facilities, where auger samples have become a valuable part of quality control.

On-Site Labs

Mineral Labs’ on site locations are equipped with the same support service as its branch labs, including a quality control program, large personnel team, wide range of technical abilities and accurate test results.

Professional Staff

Professionals included in MLI’s staff:
- Geologist
- Chemists
- Biologists
- Environmental Scientists
- Technicians
- Samplers
- Consultants
- Quality Control Personnel
- Agronomist

For additional Coal Analysis and pricing information call or email our sales department at sales@minerallabs.com or (606)349-6145. We have 20 different laboratories dedicated to Coal Analysis and Coal Sampling located through Kentucky, West Virginia, Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Florida, and Alabama.